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NEWS IN BRIEF
OPENWORKS ENGINEERING’S ROUND UP OF NEWS, UPDATES AND DEVELOPMENTS

A NOTE FROM OUR MANAGING DIRECTOR, CHRIS DOWN

PROTECTING PRESIDENT OBAMA

DELIVERY OF THE FIRST SKYWALL100
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
Over the coming months, the ﬁrst production SkyWall100 systems will
be delivered to customers across the globe, conﬁrming the role SkyWall
technology has to play in countering the drone threat.
We continue to develop novel and highly capable counter drone
technology. It’s important that our products continue to be the best and
our development road map ensures that our capability evolves at a pace
that matches and ever changing threat.

“It’s been an incredibly busy start
to 2017 for us here at OpenWorks.
We’re incredibly proud of the
relationships that we‘re building
with our ﬁrst customers.”
CHRIS DOWN, MANAGING DIRECTOR

LATEST NEWS:

SKYWALL100 SALES TO
MILITARY AND POLICE
PROTECTION UNITS
OpenWorks is currently manufacturing the ﬁrst production
SkyWall100 systems for customers across three continents.
With further deployments on the horizon, Skywall100 is cementing
its place in the toolbox of counter-drone technologies with end
users appreciating the unique defensive capabilities of the net
capture system as well as its commercial availability.

NEW ORLEANS - APRIL

SKYWALL100 CAPTURES DRONES IN
NEW ORLEANS
OpenWorks was invited to participate in the Adaptive Red
Team Evaluation in downtown New Orleans. This provided a
rare opportunity to give live demonstrations of SkyWall100 in a
representative inner-city environment.
SkyWall100 was operated at the Superdome, Lafayette Square,
City Hall and the Cruise Terminal. The deployment of the onboard
parachute ensured a known outcome for the operator.
The event included night time operation demonstrating the
SmartScope’s ability to track drone targets in low light conditions.

Multiple SkyWall100 systems were deployed during a November
visit to Berlin by the President of the United States of America.
Following the President’s visit, further systems were deployed
during the meeting of the Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) at strategic locations in Hamburg.

JIDO HARD KILL CHALLENGE - MARCH

PUSHING SKYWALL100
FURTHER
Representatives from a number of US military groups
witnessed the SkyWall100 system in action at the JIDO
Hard Kill Challenge event, held in the desert of the White
Sands Missile Range in New Mexico, USA.
After the initial baseline tests proved the advertised
performance capability, the test team pushed SkyWall100
beyond its speciﬁcation to understand what further
performance was available.
The system proved successful against a large selection of
targets, showing the capability of the SkyWall net capture
for larger multi-rotor aircraft. Drones were traveling faster
and higher than seen during previous demonstrations and
trials.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY - FEBRUARY

OTHER NEWS

SkyWall100 was subjected
to a week-long evaluation
at the National Nuclear
Security Administration test
site in Nevada, USA.

OpenWorks has nearly completed setting up its
ﬁrst international SkyWall service centre in Detroit,
USA. The service centre offers SkyWall customers
technical support for the launcher products as well as
the ability to have SkyWall Projectiles reset rapidly
ready for re-use.

During the trial a US
operator was given some
introductory training on how
to use the system. After
only 1 day of training, the
new operator was able to
capture drone targets with
a high probability at ranges
exceeding 100m.

OpenWorks has moved to new ofﬁce at Stocksﬁeld
Hall to provide room for expansion and a secure
workshop as the ever expanding team begin to
develop the next generation of SkyWall technology
and products.
In February the board formally appointed three nonexecutive directors, having been receiving regular
support from the team since mid-2016. Each brings
their experience and skill sets from impressive and
successful careers.

SECON EXHIBITION

UPCOMING EVENT:
Alongside delivering customer
training programs and production
systems, OpenWorks has
continued to grow its distribution
network around the world.
Working in partnership with
STX Corporation, SkyWall100 was
on display at the largest security
expo in South Korea. Boram Kim,
Assistant Manager of the STX
team, commented “we had a very
fruitful exhibition at SECON 2017,
especially with a great attention
to SkyWall100. People have
shown a great interest in this new
technology”.

READ MORE AT OPENWORKSENGINEERING.COM/NEWS

SKYWALL100 WILL
BE ON DISPLAY IN
LONDON
24TH – 25TH MAY 2017
Please come and visit us at the Counter UAS
Conference in May as we exhibit SkyWall100

